
Theory and Politics

out of fbrninism. 'fhe last chapter in the first section, Men, Masculinities
and Feminism, looks at the growth in areas of research into men and mas-
culinities. In addition to discussing the contribution of masculinity studies to
understandings of gender, in particular the notion of hegemonic masculinity,
this chapter considers the broader implications of these trends for the study of
gender. These developments have led to the establishment of 'men's studies'
or what some prefer to call 'critical studies of masculinity'. The difference be-
tween these two approaches, and their relationship with gender and women's
studies, is examined.
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( )onceptuahzirg Gender
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I rrtroduction

lVhy begin this book with a chapter on conceptualizing genderl After all,
lcrrrinist theory is not just about gender as reading thiq book will demonstrate.
Irr rrr:rny ways, however, it is an obvious place ,o *tr.Sender is a key organiz-
tnld concept of institutions and practices in culture and socieryJIt is central to
lcrttinist theory and to the teaching of gender and women's studies. So before
ll'c c:ln introduce some of the broader debates in gender and women's studies
it is irnportant that we ask: what d" *. -..n bv g.nd*l

'l.lremeaningofth.t.'aysthatwritershave
tlrcorized the relationship between the two, have changed considerably over
tlrc last fiftry years.[Jrior to the 1960s, gender referred primarily to what is

r'rxlcd in language as masculine or feminine. Gender has subsequently been
v.rriously theorized as personality traits and behaviours that are specifically as-

rociated either with women or men (for example women are caring) men are
.rggressive), to any social construction having to do with the male-female dis-
Itrtction, including those which distinguish female bodies from male bodies;
to lreing thought of as the existence of two different social groups 'men' and
'\\'()rnen' that are the product of unequal relationships (Alsop et al., 2002;
( lorrrrell, 2002; Beasley, 2005). In this latter sense) gender is understood as a
lricrarchy that exists in society, where one group of people (men) have power
,rrrd privilege over another group of people (women) (Delphg 1993). More
rcccnt postmodern approaches, associated with the work of Judith Butler
1 lt)t)O, 1997) in particular, conceptualize gender as performance; where gen-
rlcr is understood to be continuously produced through everyday practices
,rrrtl social interaction!

We need to understand these theoretical changes around the concept of
gcnder, not only in a historical sensq but also in terms ofg$gd_ggntext. In
oIltcr words, it is important that we ask whether gender as a concept translates
trr dif'ferent countries and cultures in a manner that is analytically useful. As
l(obinson and I argue in the Introduction to this book (see also Richardson
,rrrd Robinson, 1994), differences of terminology and translation have existed,
,rrrd clearly still exist. For instance, 'in Scandanavia there are no separate words
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4 Oonceptualizing Gend'er

that cohere with the Anglo/American sex/gender distinction (Lempiainen,
2000). In Slavic languages, the same rvord is used fbr both terms (Bahovic,
2000). In Germany, the term gender has several meanings including gram-

matical and as a biological/social category (Wischennann, 2000)' (Robinson,
20O6:224). Sofoe must not assume that gender as a concept is universal.

Rather, as Walby (2004) argues, we need to develop understandings of gender

that allow us to theorize both cultural variation and historical changes in un-

derstanding gender relationlf
This chaprer outlines the major changes that have taken place in how rve de-

fine gender. It begins with an examination of the use of the terms gender and

sex and the distinction made between them, rvhat is commonly called the sex/
gender binary. In this discussion, I will illustrate how feminist gender theory
has played an important role in developing our understandings of sex and gen-

der. The chapter then goes on to discuss the development of theories of gen-

der within feminism, as well as the contribution to understandings of gender

made by queer theory. In this section, I will look at trow[-aiffcrent theoretical
approaches have led to different understandings of gendeglThe final section

of the chapter examines the relationship between gender and sexuality. This
is important because, as I shall demonstrate, our understandings of gender

are closely connected with the concept of sexuality as well as sex. Also, this is

identified as a key area for future feminist and queer theorizing.

The sex/gender binary

During the late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth, it was

the thiories put forward bySiotogists, medical researchers and psychologist!
that dominated understandings of gender. These early accounts were n'rainly

[ton..rned with establishing 'natural' or 'biological' explanations for human

Tehaviour. Researchers sought to discover underlying 'sex differences' which
they believed produced different psychological and behavioural dispositions in
males and females. They spoke of sex not gender and did not distinguisl'r be-

tween tlre two as we often do today. Within these nnturnlistic approache,s sex

is conceptualized in terms of binaries: male/female; man/woman; masculine/
feminine. In this binary thinking male and female are understood as 'oppo-
sites', who, despite their differences, compliment one another. This pairing of
'opposite sexes' is seen as natural. Gender here is understood to be a biological
'fhci' that is pre-given and locatecl in the bodflAlthough, as I shall go on to
discuss, its precise location in the body (for example gonads, chrontosomes, or
nervc centrcs in the brain) has been the subject of considerable debate.

At thc tirrrc, fbw within the social sciences questioned these 'scientific'theo-
rics irb<rut scxual difflrencc. As Scidnun (1997 ) has argued, classical sociology
lroth drcw on itntl corrtrilrrrtccl tcl rrnderstandings of sex, gender and sextt-

llity irs lrinrrry crrtcgorics rlrdrrirrcd by nature. However, this was to change
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tlramatically in the second part of the twentieth century as debates about how
wc conceptualize gender steadily grew. In the 1960s and 1970s a new way
of thinking about gender began to emerge that critiqued earlier 'essentialist'
li'ameworks, signalling afthift away from biologically based rcco.-m of gen-
rlcr to social analysis. This shift from naturalizing to social constructionist ac-

counts, although not necessarily denying the role of biology, emphasized the
urrportance of social and cultural factors in defining genderJ

At the same time as social scientists and historians were beginning to chal-
lcnge the assumption that gender was rooted in 'nature', more and more peo-
plc were beginning tolquestion dominant ideas about gender roleglThe late
1960s and early l970isaw the emergence of both women's and gay and les-

lrian liberation movements in the US and Europe . An important contribution
to the study of gender at that time was the distinction that many of those in-
volved in sexual politics - along with some sociologists, psychiatrists and psy-

ehologists - sought to make between the terms sex and genderfSex referred
to the biological differences between females and males defined in terms of
the anatomy and physiology of the body; gender to the social meanings and
vrrlue attached to being female or male in any given sociery expressed in terms
of the concepts femininity and masculinityJsee also Hines and Woodward in
this volume ). This distinction between sex (biological) and gender (cultural)
is what is termed the sex/gender binarv A number of key assumptions associ-
.rted with the sex/gender binary are summarised below.

The Sex/Gender Binary

+jf A distinction can be made between sex (biology) and gender (culture)

iill Sex is biologically given and universal

:!&. Gender is historically and culturally variable

:lil Sex consists of two - and only two - types of human being

i'ili This two-sex model of sexual difference (the distinction between females and
males) is a natural 'fact of life'

:llt One sex in every bOdy

ldentities develop as either one or other of these two sexes/genders

fStudies of transsexuality were also very important to the differentiation be-
tween sex and gender. The sex/gender binary made it possible to imagine that
il person could feel themselves to be a particular gender trapped in the 'wrong'
scx, for instance a person who felt themselves to be a woman and feminine
(their gender identity) but who had a male body (their sex). This was difficult
to account for without allowing for a separation of body (sex) and gender
(identity[ (See also Hines in this volume .)
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The sex/gender binary was also an important aspect of early feminist work
and has since provided an important foundation for much feminist theory and
politics (Hird, 2000)[-Feminists have used the sex/gender binary to argue for
social change on the grounds that although there may exist certain biological
differences between females and males, societies superimpose different norms
of pers-onaliry and behaviour that produce 'women' and 'men' as social cat-r.-lJ

egoriegf It is this reasoning that led Simone de Beauvoir (1953)in the feminist
classic Tlte Second. Sex to famously remark 'One is not born, but rather be-
comes a woman'. We cannot, de Beaviour argues, understand womanhood or
manhood as fixed by nature, rather this is something that is acquired through
the social process of becorning gend.ered^

During the late 1960s and early 1970s feminist writers expressed similar
views in developing the idea of the sex/gender binary. Ann OakleS for in-
stance, argued that it was important to distinguish between two separate pro-
cesses that, at that time, she claimed were often confused. That is:

... the tendency to differentiate by sex, and the tendency to diffbrentiate in a par-

ticnlar way by sex. The first is genuinely 
^ 

clnsta.nt fbature of human society but the
second is not, and its inconstancy marks the division between 'sex'and 'gender': sex

difl'erences may be 'natural', but gender differences have their source in culture, not
nature (Oakley, 1972:189, emphasis added).

Oakley takes sex for granted inftssuming that we all 'have a sex', sex is

not something we acquire it is a c6i'trtrnt, part of being human. Gender, by
contrast, she understands to be the cultural interpretation of our biologically
given sexr,flt is important to acknowledge that, at the time, this distinction
between sex and gender was hailed as a conceptual breakthrough and 'became
one of the most ftrndamental assumptions in feminist gender theory from the
1970s on' (Alsop et al., 2002:26).It was also[ery important to feminist poli-
tics as it supported the argument that the social roles men and women occupy
are not fi*id by nature .nd ,r. open to chang{[This view was also facilitated
by anthropological studies such as Margaret Mead's work on gender which,
although it was first published in the I930s, was reprinted and gained consid-
erable attention in the 1960s (Mead, 1935, 1963).

ffi fsee 4-2'31
Sex as a constructionl

More recently, a new understanding of sex and its relationship to gender has

emerged. The distinction between sex and gender has been challenged by
arguments thatfiex is just as much a social construction as gendeiJ Rather
than thinking about sex and gender as separate from one another, Gx being
the fbundatiotr upon which gendcr is superimposed, gender has increasingly
lrccn trscd to rcfbr t<l any social corlstruction to do with thc fcnrale/male bi-
nrrryr inclrrrlirrg rttrtlc :trttl fi'rrrirlc b<xlics. 'l'his h:rs lcd to tlctrrrtcs rrtrorrt whcthcr
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rt is useftrl any more to differentiate between sex and gender. On this basis,
nr:rny feminist writers havdquestioned the useftrlness of the sex/gender binarf\
thrtt twenty years earlier hbd seemed such a conceptual breakthrough (Hirdl
2000).

For exam;le , both Christine Delphy (1984) and Iudith Butler (1990) have
,rrgued tha{3fre body is not free from social interpretation, but is itself a social-
lv constructed phenomenon. It is through understandings of gender that we
nrtcrpret and establish meanings for bodily differences that are termed sexual
,liflbrenc{see also Butler, 1993; Nicholson ,1994; Hood-Williams, 1996). In
tlris model, sex is not something that one 'has'or a description of what some-
orrc is. Without the concept of gender we could not read bodies as differently
rcxed. It is gender that provides the categories of meaning for us to interpret
Irorv a body appears to us as 'sexed'. In other words, gender creates sex..

'lhe pariability of sex

I listorical research supports the argument that understandings of the body
,rrc socially constructed. In Mnhing Sex,for example, Laqueur (1990) argues
tlrrrt the idea that human bodies divide into two different sexes - male and
li'nrale - only became commonplace during the nineteenth century. Prior to
tlrcn, it was thought that male and fen'rale bodies developed out of one type
ol'body.She idea of two distinct biological sexes is associated with the devel-
ol)nrent bf science and meclicin{[Colibrook, 2004). Historical studies also
rlrorv that what biological 'facts' determine sex has been the subject of rnuch
,lctrate. Chrornosomes, hormones, gonads (ovaries/testes), internal reproduc-
tivc stnrctures and genitalia have variously been seen as the basis for defining
,r pcrson's sex. For instance, studies of medical responses toltases of 'doubtful
\cx'., - people who in the past were often referred to as thirE sex or hermaph-
rrxlites or more commonly nowadays intersex - suggest that definitions of
ru'lt:tt constitutes a male and a female body have changed. People born with a

nrixture of sexual ntarkers, for example with both an ovary and a testis pres-
r'rtt irt their body, challer-rged the idea that there is one 'tnre sex' in every hu-
rrr.rn body and often resulted in disagreements between doctors over whether
\r)nlcone was 'truly' a male or a fernale(Foucault, 1980a).

In analyzing such cases writers suclias Dreger (2000) and Fausto-Sterling
t JtX)0) show how definitions of 'sex' have changed over time. What this dem-
nnstrrtes, they argue, is that the meanings of bodies and the assumptiolts
rrt,ttle about the relationship between bodies and identities have varied from
,rrc historic.Sr.r ter on the body in
tlris volunre)l.During the nineteenth century, fbr instance, doctors believed re-

Itrotluctive capracity - the presence in the body of ovaries or testes - character-
rzcd the scx of a pcrsor;!'l'his lccl in somc cascs to individuals being diagnosed
,r tlif fbrcrtt scx t() rhc onc tlrcy fl'lt thcnrsclvcs to bc. For cxarnple, in one cAse

,r \\,()rnrlrl rvlt<l lrrrrl livcrl rrll lrcr lifi':rs fi'ntirlc rvrrs'rli:rgn<lsctl'rrs rrrlrlc lrcc:rtrsc
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of the discovery of testes in the abdomen (Dreger, 2000). Here, the truth
of a person's character is sought in the body, not in terms of how the person
identifies. This is in stark contrast with medical opinion from the mid twen-
tieth century, as illustrated by[itudies both of intirsex (Money and Erhardt,
1972) and transsexuality (Stolle-r, l963) which stated that sex and gender were
not always one and the same_\Such studies were not only supportive of the
development of the sex/gender (body/identity) binary, as I suggested earlier,
they als{led to a privileging of identity over bodd(see also Woodward in this
volume ).-

The continuing concern to resolve bodily ambiguity in cases of 'doubtful
sex', despite the fact that medical knowledge has demonstrated that there are
many variations of sex and that[human bodies are not fully dimorphic (always
one thing or the other), demoilstrates the sociol importance of sex and gen-
der. It suggests that there are strong reasons for wanting to sort people into
two differe nt groups and to maintain the idea of two separate sexe$ In the
nineteenth centurg according to Dreger (2000), the main concern was the

f-ttrr of social disorder that doctors believed could result from 'misdiagnosed
-sex'. They thought that this would encourage both divorce and homosexu-
ality. It is important to ask, then, why doctors have been so concerned to
'resolve' cases of 'doubtful sex'. If intersex people lived in a world where
sex/gender was not socially important then arguably being of 'doubtful sex'
would not matter in the way it does. In recent years an intersex movement
has emerged, which objects to the idea that human bodies should have to be
defined as male or female and instead claims an identity as intersex rather than
as man ot *o-"rr]

There may then be two sexes but what I am suggesting here is that this is

fnot a naturally occurring 'fact of life', rather it is socially produced because
bf th. significance placed on de tning bodies as either male or femalel This is
what Dreger (2000) refers to as[the 'medical invention of sex', whe6 bodies
are literally shaped to fit the catefories of sex and gender. By doing this medi-
cine constructs a single believable sex for each ambiguous body, removing any
challenge to ideas about sexl

In this section I have described how understandings of the relationship be-
tweensexandgenderhavegonethrough@oVerthelaSt
fifry years:

o First, sex (male /female) defines gender (masculine/feminine ).
o Second, a distinction is made between sex and gender (the sex/gender

binary), with gender understood as a construction and sex as a biological
given.

o Third, sex is viewed as a construction (gender creates sex).

I will now go on to consider theories of gender and the specific contribution
made by feminist writers. In so doing, I will illustrate how the idea of gender
has also undergone significant change.
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Feminist gender theory

lrcminists have critiqued essentialist understandings of gender and sex, and
have played an important role in establishing a body of research and theory
that supports social constructionist approaches. However, the main concern in
ll'minist th.o scribe the ways in which gender
rs socially and culturally defined in any given socieryJFor instance, whether
'lreing a woman' is associated with having the responsibility of childcare or
rvhcther'being a man' is associated with being the principal breadwinner in a

l,rnrily structure.llt is to develop understandings of how gender is connected
to social, econoHic and cultural status and power in society. In this sense,

gmd.er is theorised not as dffirence bat as u social division; that is, in order to
rlltrminate how the social reproduction of gender difference is connected to
gcnder inequalitiJ

Gendar role

'l'hc main focus of work on gender carried out during the 1970s and 1980s
\r':ls on exploring the Eoduction of mascu t-v. Many feminist
rvriters, as I stated in the previous section, argued thatfgender is culturally de -

tcrrnined and that we become differently gendered thi6ugh socialization into
gcnder roles, or as it was often termed then 'sex roles'. Sex role thqgly, draw-
i,rg on the principles of social learning theorg .hi-.df6Tilf,@-various
lc.rrning processes (for example observation, imitation, modelling, differential
rcinfbrcement) and agencies of socialization (for example parents, teachers,

l)ccrs, the media) children learn the social meanings, values, norms and expec-
t.rrions associated with 'being a girl' or 'being a boy' and thereby learn to de-
vclop ways of behaving and personality characteristics considered appropriate
(or not) for being a woman or man. Gender is here defined as the learning of a

crrlturally and historically specific social role associated with wqmen or men, and
rrsccl to describe a pgson's identity as masculine or feminin{This is what we

Becoming Gendered (di44. 6encler Th eo/ i c's)
:i' Gender labelling

Attribute terms boy, girl, woman, man to self and others

Gender knowledge
Culturally specific knowledge about gender

,i' Universality of gender
The idea that all human beings'have' a gender

, Gender constancy
The idea that gender is unchanging
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might refer to nowadays as theSrocess of becoming gende red, involving learn-
ing a number of specific ideasrlractices and values associated with gendefl

As Connell (2002) points out, a great deal of research, by social psycholo-
gists and anthropologists in particular, sought to explain the development of
gender roles. That is, what the mechanisms of acquisition and the key sites of
learning gender roles were, as well as documenting variation in gender roles in
different cultures. Howeverrfeminist theories of gender, as I indicated above,
are not interested in simply describing how girls and boys grow up differently
and become gendered, but how a key aspect of that difference is understand-
ing that girls and boys, women and men hru. clifferent social status and valufl
This focus on gender inequality was on how gender role expectations, in par-
ticular the expectation that a woman's primary role was to be a good wife and
mother, were limiting girls in a myriad of ways as they grew up, especially in
terms of their educational aspirations and the types of job they might end up
doing.

Gendar ns hiernrcby

Thesej4rly social theories of gender appear to us now as rather naiVe. From
thinking about gerrder roles in terms of either masculinity or femininity, rve

now recognize that there are Wlll2Qg:enfus and many patterns of masculini-
ties and femininities. At the time, feminists were among tl'rose rvho critiqued

Sex role theory, in particular pointing out that it was a highly mechanistic and
static account of gender that attributed little agency to subjects who were as-

sumed to acquire a certain gender role by simply internalizing what they had
bee n taughg[ Fe minists argued that such theories of gender wer{-gversimpli-
fied as many young people reject what they are taught and resist social norms
and cultural assumptions about gendered roleiJThis was clearly in keeping
with the feminist political goal of challenging gender role expectations and
norms which were seen as restricting women's lives.

By the end of the 1970s feminist theories of gender were becoming increas-
ingly sophisticated. Some writers took Oakley's and other fe minist critiques of
essentialist understandings of gender a step further by[luestioning the exis-
tence of the category of gender itself$he developmeniof such an analysis of
gender is particularly associated with the work of materialist feminists such as

Christine Delphy (1984) and Monique Wittig (1981/1992). Although Del-
phy and Wittigflecognized the importance of demonstrating that the rneaning
of 'gender' is historically and culturallygrecific, they argued that the concept of
gender should not be taken for grantegl In other words,fuhey questioned the
idea that gender is a universal category, which it can be assumed rvill always ex-
ist in some form or other in all times and places. Inste4l, they dgfined-ffldg{ as

a s o c i a l ly c 0 n s w u c t e d. p r o d. u c t o f p a t ri a r c h a l h i e ra rc h i eJl l l r. rc Ji]F2'f, G n
der here is understood to belglre result of gendered power differencesJFor ex-
ample, in her paper'One is Not Born a Woman', echoing Simone de Beauvoir

1l

rvtrose work I mentioned earlier, E!g.(198L/I992) argues that@ender is

,rrr imaginary foundation, the outcome of a social hierarchy where oft class of
Pcople (men) have power and privilege over another class of people (women).
l'lrc categories 'woman'and'man' are relative, defined by a specific social and
cconomic position in society. Gender is commonly thought to be the cause of
onc's social and economic position (a). Here gender derives from one's place

ll rhe social hierarchies that exist in society (b). In other words, gender is the
rrr:rrk of one's subordination as a woman, rather than its basis:

(a) One's gender as 'Woman'leads to social subordination;
(b) Patriarchal hierarchies define one as a 'WomanJ

|itlrthosefeministswhoagreewithsuchanalySesofgende!.@,thepo-
I r r ical goal of[ha[enging gendered power differencd@s i tonsequence,
lc.rcl to the elimination of the idea of gender. Gender categories would not
t'xist if social divisions did not exisd

' D oing' gender: gen der a,s perfor?na'tie ity

Ncw conceptualizations of gender associated with !,ostmodernism and the
,'i*. ofsggg.gggry emerged in the I990s, ,na ,ffisisfiway
liom definitions of ge nde r as fixed, cohe rent and stable, towards seeing gen-
tlcr categories as plural, provisional and situatell In part this grew out of a

p.rrtial shift in the l980sl!om a focus on divisions beween women and men
ro theorizing difference between women, in particular those of class, race,

cthnicitaand sexuality, and the associated problematization of the category
'*omanJBhavnani,lgg7).At the same time, poststructural models of power,
rrrfluenced by Foucault's work ( L979), demanded a more complex account of
pcnder than as hierarchy. LSL p a, t . LJ

It is the work of Iudith Butler (1990, 1993) in particular that is associated

rvith this theoretical shift and which has had a profound influence on theoriz-
rrrg gender. (See also Hines, Woodward and Stanley in this volume .) Butler's
\r,<)rk, especially her book Gender Trowble, has been highly influential in the
,lcve lopment of qaeer theory.ln Gender Trouble Butler:

o proposes a new understanding of ffnder as performancg;
o questions the usefulness of the sex/gender binary;
o suggests heterosexuality is an effect of gender.

Butler argues thafrend er is performatively.n..,.fl In her early work she

rrsed drag to convey what she means. Typically drag is understood as imper-
sonation: a drag queen is a 'real' man giving a performance as a woman. Butler
,rrgues that@rere are parallels between drag and the performance of gender in
cveryday life: gender is a kind of impersonation that passes ficr real. Gender
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is constituted out of attempts tg compel belief in others that we are 'really'
a woman or a ma{ For Butler,}there is no 'real' qende{ of which drag is an
impersonation. She claims 'there is no gender identity behind the expressions
of gender', arguing instead that identity is constituted by 'the very "expres-
sions" that are said to be its results{Butler, 1990:25). What she means by this
is thafre assume th?t a person peilormed in a certain way becawse that person
isamanorawomag|tnthissenseButler'snotiono@is
different from how the term performance is usually used; that is, to refer to
a subject (the doer) who is formed prior to the acts s/he chooses to perform
(do). For Butler, performances are perforrnntiye in thatlg,lrey bring into being
gendered subjects. The act of performance is productive rather than expres-
sive of gender. It is through 'doing gender' that we produce the effect that
there was some gendered p.rron *ho pt..eded the plrformance : 'the doegJ
This, for Butler, is a continual process. So while itrnight seem to us certain
that a person is a woman, Butler is suggesting thatlglris is not fixed or stable.

Gender identities, it is argued, are momentary and need to be re-performed.
Gender is a process of continuous construction that produces the effect (an
illusion) of being natural and stable through gender performances that make

us 'women' and '-.dlA person might seem to have a particular identity, but
this is only because we keep doing things that maintain the appearance of us

'being the same'. Theories of performativiry then,[ghallenge the idea that
gender identities are simply'always there', claiming instead we are constantly
becorninggendered through performances that constitute us as women or men
in a variery of waygl

One of the criticisms made of poltstructuralisf/postmgdern ascgunts of
gencler is that th.yftp.ar to have f fi-
ties benveen women and med(Hennessey, 2006). This is seen as having seri-

or.rs consequences for feminist politics. For example, Martha Nussbaum has

been highly critical of Butler's queer approach because she claims it is .nE-
diviclualized approach that is not concerned with social chanS!(Nussbatil,
r9ee).

B,rtl., alsoprallenges the idea that heterosexuality i, .rrtur"f She argues that

[leterosexuality is'unstable', dependent on ongoing, continuous and repeated
performances of normative gender identities, which produce the illusion of
stabiliry. There is no 'real' or 'natural' sexuality to be copied or imitated: het-
erosexualiry is itself continually in the process of being ,e:producefl As well
as denntwrnlizinn gendgr.and heterosexualiry Butler alsofuuestions biologic4
un@rguingthatsexisasculturallyc#structed''g.;a.il
As a consequence) as I pointed out earlier in the chapter, she\guestions the
usefulness of making a distinction between sex and gender. This disruption of
the sex/gender binarlhas been identified by some feminist writers as being
one of the most impoTtant contributions of queer theorists to feminist theory
(Martin, 1998a). However, it is important to recognize similar arguments in
the work of social psychologists (Kessler and McKenna,1978,2000) and femi-
nists (Delphy, f 993; Nicholson,1994). Some of these preceded postmodern/

rlucet accounts of 'doing gender' such as those put forward by Butler. For
ursrAuce, as e4rly as 1978 Kessler and McKenna used lransse}tBliw (rather

tlr:rr clrag; .tfituttrative of the everyday 'cloing of g.ndE to show

lrorv people aie rendered intelligible to us as either'male' or'female' through
rlrc successful (or not) performance of bodily appearance and characteristics,

lrchaviours, and language that we expect from men and women, and that we

rlrcn interpret as a valid expression (or not) of their 'real' sex. Sex, in this sense,

rs constructed through everyday social interactions that are reliant upon gg-
,l!r norms, which enable us to make sense of a person as'male'or'femaleJ.
- 

Tn this secrion I have described how the concept of gender has developed in
,r rrurnber of important ways to a point where:

a lbther than a linarv. we now understand gender to be pultiple and con-
text soecific:

o 'fhere is a shift torvards a more materialist and embodied account of
gender;

o Clreater atrention is given to develop understandings of gender as a site of
:rgency as well as inequality.

'l'lrc first part of this chapter looked at howftnderstandings of gender rely
nrr particular understandings of the relationship sex has to gendeg,[ In the fi-
n.rl section I will go on to examine the question of how the relationship be -

t\\,ccn gender and sexualiry has been theorized. This is necessary because otlr
rtlcrrs abont gender are also connected to assumptions about sexuality and its
rclltion to gender. Indeedffn the majority of feminist theories of gend.t I
Ir,rs been assumed that 'gen-der and sexuality have to be examined togethefl
( Mclaughlin et al., 2006: I ).

(icnder and sexuality

l;rvc broad approaches can be identified that have structured the study of gen-

,lcr rrnd sexuality and ways of understanding their relationship.

(essenrc^'\is+s)

,,\s I stated in the first part of this chapter, from the middle of the nineteenth
r t.nrur1l to the second halfof the twentieth century npturalist approaches dom-
rrt.ttcdttnderstandings"gl.relationshipbetween
tltctrvowasunderstood@bfsomeilringnatural,auniversal
,,r'rlcr that rvas heterosexwnl and where 'it is assumed that sergender-sexu-
,rlity relate in a hierarchical, congruent and coherent mann.rJ(Richardson,
)007:460). For instance, using this principle it was expected tliat a biological
lrrrrrrle should naturally grow up to experience herself as a female and have
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a feminine gender identity and that her sexual practices and sexual identity
should be heterosexual. This is what is me ant by[he principle of sexual and
gender coherencQThis helps us to understand whf'cross gender identiw' (for
example feminine men or masculine women) has been central to theories of
homosexuality. Within this approachpxuality is understood to be a proper
of gender, a gender that is pregiven ai? located in the gendered/sexed bod
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Thus, the masculinization of lesbians and the feminization of male homosexu-
als is also associated with understanding the lesbian and homosexual body as

'cross gendered.' For example, descriptions of lesbians as boyish, with narrow
hips, flat chests and 'spectacular clitorises' capable of vaginal penetration and
male homosexuals having'feminized' bodies, including the idea that gay men
have 'feminized brains' (see Byne, 1995; Terry, 1999).

Ferninist o*' ' '.

Feminist writers, as I discussed earlier in the chapter, were among the first to
challenge the essentialist frameworks for understanding gender and sexualiry.
Howevir wha{hey did no}o, in the main,jymfuggisi that these two con-
cepts should be de-coupled from one anothell

Feminist theories of gender offer the second and third broad approaches
to understanding the relationship between gender and sexuality. In the first
of these:

o Gend,er is prioritized. over sexunlin A
In most feminist accounts it is assumed that gender and:exuality need to be
examined together and, also, that$nder takei-precedenc!over sexuality. That
is{:oncepts of sexuality are understood to be largely founded upon notions of
gende{This tradition is associated with the work of earlier materialist feminists
such as Wittig (1981/1992) and Delphy (198a), whose work I mentioned
earlier, as well as more contemporary feminist writers. For example, Stevi

Iackson (1996, 2006) argues for the logical priority of gender over se xuality.
She claims thatf..without gender categories we could not categorize sexual
desires and identities along the axis of same-gender or other-gender relation-
ships, as heteros_exual, bisexual or homosexual/lesbianl(lackson, 2O06:62).
In other words,l6ur understanding of sexual categories like 'g.y' or 'straight'
depend on kno#ing the gender of a persofl

In the second approach that I have identified in feminist work on gender:

o Sexwality is n^' 
"tized, oyerrynd,er @

Here,fuxuality is understood to be constitutive of gendellTraditionally this is
an underlying assumption in psychoanalvtic accounts, as well as informing the
work of.some fbminists. For example, Catherine MacKinnon (1982) suggest-
c,t that[t is through the experience of se xuality, as it is currently consttilt.a,
tltat worncn lcarn about gender; learn what 'being a woman' meangl As well
.rs c()nstituting ()ur Fcndcrcd subie iss MacKinnon argues that[exuality
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(hcterosexuality in particular) is the gg of gender inequality: 'Women and

nrcn are divided by gender, made into the sexes as we know them, by the

social requirements of heterosexualiry wlich institutionalizes male sexual

tlominance and female sexual submissionJMacKinnon) 1982:516). From
rlris perspective J-understandings of gender are located in terms of an analysis

of how sexualirytboth reflects and ctnstitutes patriarchal values and practi.{
(Walby, 1990; Richardson, 1997). More recentjeminist work has developed

rhc argument thafrender i, ,n .if.., of sexualiilryt example, Chrys Ingra-
lrrrrn ( 1996,2005fraises the question of whether,[yithout institutionalized
hcterosexuality, ge nder would iven e*ist.l ]

ln these debates, feminist theories have extended definitions of gender and

scxuality in going beyond considerations of how the link between them is so-

cially .onrtru.t.J, to viewing their relationshlp "fin. of the key mechanisms

lry which gender inequalities are (re )producelJ(Richardson, 1997).

aA d'istinctions.O ( Sepcr.4{ioo of Sex & gc'nd ec)

'l'he assumption that gender and sexuality need to be examined together re-

rnained relatively unchallenged until the emergence of queer theory in the

l990s.pu..r theory is associated with poststructuralist/postmodern ap-

lrroacheTto sexuality and gender, and a critique of feminist theories of sexual-

iry that are seen as limiteJby an emphasis on gendel|;tgose, 1996; Sullivan,

2003). (Equally, some feminists argue that queer theory risks paying insuf-

licient amenrion to gender in its analyses of sexuality (Walters, 2005; Richard-
son, 20061.)[, rejects the idea of stable and unified gender and sexual catego-

ries and emphasizes rhe fluidiry instability and fragmentation of identities and

.r rnultipliciry of sexuality and gend., .",.go.ieil,{ttociated with this is a(nift
in 'definitions of gender away from social division towards an understanding
of gender as cultural distinctionJ(Mclaughlin et al., 2006: l8). Queer theory
.rlsoftuestions the as_sumption t6-at there are specific connections beween sex,

gender and sexuatitflU.rtin, I998a), what I ieferre{to above tt$. principle
of sexual and gender 'coherence] In queer accounts[ghe relationship between

scxualiry and gender is not seen as fixed and static, but as highly complex and

tunstablf LS fn 3 . 1]
Various writers associated with queer theory have put forward arguments

ftrr theorizingftxuality independently from gende!Rubin's work has been

influential in t[i development of such arguments. In the early 1980s Gayle.

Itubin argued thatfrlthough connected, gender and sexuality 'are not the

ffiE?ftinglRubitt, 1984:308). Rubin is highly critical of the approach of
fbminist wrirers like MacKinnon (Rubin with Butler, 1998). Opposed to the

view that sexualiry can be adequately understood as causing gender, Rubin
inste_ad offered an account of what she termed a'sex/gender sy-stem.'in which
,he@paratesoutsexualityandgend€Qu..'*'i@tlydrawn
on ihese ideas in developing their theories of gender. For example, in the

Episternology of the Closet Eve Sedgwick (1990) calls for[radical separation of
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gender and sexualiqifOoing this, Sedgwick argues, opens up our understand-
ings of gender and sexualiry as well the links between them,fullowing more
complex and diverse understandinglf This means tl-rat n.* ,.*url agd gender
stories may begin to be told, heard rid .*p.rienced. For instance, it(allows the
possibility of ihinking about 'sexualiries without genderr](Maitiri 1998a),
where sexual desires, practices and identities do not depend on a person's
gender for their meaning. Similarlg it@rables recognition of the existence of
multiple genders as illustrated, for example, by studies of female masculinities
(ffiil]E94) and transgender]Hin.r, 2006).
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To achieve this we need to consid..fitt. question of the relationship of
gcnder and sexualitflat a number of level. This opens up the possibility that
r.lther than thinking of[gender and sexuality as separate areasrcf analysis, as

.tlo many queer theoristdior as interrelated, as do many feminisrlwriters, they

[g.rn be conceptualized as both depending on the level of analysis and the social

i.,nt.*!Iackion (2005) identifierfiout levels of social construction of the rela-
tions between gender and sexuality:

o the structural;
o the level of social and cultural meaning;
o the level of everyday interactions and routine practices;
o the level of subjectiviry]

Ar any one of these intersecting levels ]ackson suggests that the relationship
trctween gender and sexuality may be SUfferent. Like Iackson, I agree that we
rrced to conceptualize gender at these different levels to enable 'new ways

of articulating and understanding the diversity of conte mporary gender and
scxual categories and the complexities of their relationship with one another'
(lUchardson,2007:458). In attempting to represent the connections between
gcnder and sexuality a number ofwriters have used the metaphor of a theoreti-

!' (Alsop et al., 2002) or a'tangled web' (fackson,2005). However, I
would argue that the se metaphors are too static to aid understandings of the
rclationship between gender and sexuality as a dynamic, historically and social-
ly specific multilayered process. For this we need a different metaphor. Else-

where I have outlined what might help us in this re-inlagining (Richardson,
2007). This is the metaphor of the[horeline: a boundary in motion between
lrurd (configured as gender) and sea (configured as sexuality) where, like tE:
connections betweerigenders and sexualitiei, there are 'patterned fluidities']

As well as the development of frameworks that allow more complex ac-

c()unts of how gender and sexuality are related to each other and, by implica-
ti<ln, how feminist and queer theory intersect, there have been a number of
other important developments in theorizing gender since the 1990s. There
is not the space to discuss these here, but other chapters do address some of
rhese developm..ttr.fth.se include: examinations ofthe interconnections be-

lween gender, race ailh class (see Reed and Taylor); work on gender and 'the
lrody' and the use of the notion of embodiment (see Hines and Woodward);
.rnd potential changes in-gnderstandings of gender arising from shifts in tech-
nology and in cyberspace-[see Gillis).

Conclusion

'l'his chapter has provided a brief overview of some of the different ways in
rvhich we can theorize gender and the contribution that feminist work in par-
ticular has made. The references it contains and the suggestions for further

Oueer v Feminism?

The distinction between sexuality and gender is at the heart of debates about
queer theory and its relationship to feminist thought. According to Merck et al.
(1998:1) queer and feminism are now 'widely understood to be two fields of
study' with the investigation of sexuality seen as the 'proper subject' of-queer
!!311rV and the analysis of qender that of feminism. While some agree with this
position (see, for example, Halperin, 1995), many writers prefer instead to think
about how feminist and queer theories are interconnected and can enrich each
other (Martin, 1998a; Richardson et al., 2006).

Q,onfland. caagories @
The fifth and final approach to thinking about the relationship between gen-
der and sexuality that I have identified, rather than arguing for the logical
priority of one over the other (gender over sexualiry/sexuality over gender) or

Jeparating out the two, conflates these categories. Here, the assumption is that
lgexuality and g-ender are mutually dependent to the extent that rhey cannor

be disentanglefl For example, in her work on heterosexualiry Tamsin Wilton
appears to take this view when she says that 'discourses of gende r and sexualiry
are inextricably interwoven' (Wilton, 1996: 125).

New imaginings: patterned fluidities [S"" 3.31

As I have indicated above,ftrodernist understandings of gender and sexualiry
as fixed, coherent and stable have been challenged by queer, postmodern and
poststructuralist accounts that conceptualize these categories as plural, provi-
iional and situat.flAna if there are multiple gender, and multipie sexualities,
then it is also likely that there will be multiple relationships between these car-
egories. This means we need to consider how different sexual categories relate
to different genders. A challenge for future theories of gender and sexualitS
therefore, is to develop frameworks that allow more complex accounts of how
gender and sexuality are related to each other. According to Butler (1997),
this is one of the main tasks facing both feminist and queer theory.
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reading given below will help you to develop your understanding and recog-
nize the complexities of many of the ideas I have touched on. Examining the6-
ries of gender is impollgnt not only in an academic sense , but alsobecause it is
through analysing different ways of theorizing that we are able .tolnr.rrogr*
the processes wher*y.q."ple generally become divided into the rwo catego-
ries male and fematgJ{t9n et al., 2002:2). This is a process of categorizati,on
that, as the remainder of this book will demonrrrrt.Sas important social, eco-
nomic and personal implication! Moreover, it is itilportant to ackno*iedge
that the the ories that we use to ilake sense of gendei are part of this p.o.."r,
and the meanings that derive from gender categorization. Theories of gender
arfiot liTPlv descriptions of 'whatis', they actiiely srrucrure the social worlds
we,inhabigln the past, theories that assumed biology had a determining role
in how we develop as women and men were used iot merely to explaii ,sex
differences', but a]so[o justi$, cerrain social arrangemenrs as "Jr'diiAlJ;et al., 2002). For instance, the idea that it was natural for women to want to
have children and to care for them, and unnatural for men to feel the same, has
gl:: beenfised to both explain and jusdfiwhy women have primary respon-
sibility for childcare. In theorizing gendeilv. 

"r., rhen, actiuely engaged in a
political process, an assumption that is central to the project of feminisigender
tlreory. As Mclaughin et al. (2006:18) state:'If feminism has one lejacy to
take forward...it is the legitimacy of using political criteria as rhe marker for
the validity of social theorising.' That isfhe pursuit of knowledge not just
for its own sake, but for social changlIt i? thii that has inspired ,riuch ofthe
research you will read about in this b6ok and which motivaies manv reachers
and students of gender and women's studies.

Further reading

R. Alsop, A. Fitzsimons and K. Lennon (2OO2l theorizing gender, Oxford, polity
This is a good overview of the important debates in theories of gender. The book dis-
cusses the major theories concerned with the way we 'becomelendered,. There are
chapters on the body, men and masculinities, gendlr politics, and the relation betweengender and sexuality, as well as discussion ol transgender and queer approaches tounderstanding gender.

C' Beasley (2005) Gender and Sexuality: Critical Theories, Criticat Thinkers, London,
Sage
This book draws on the work of key theorists and offers an overview of the literature
and debates in feminism, sexuality studies and masculinity studies. A central aim of the
book is to link the important strands of both gender and sexuality theory.

H. Bradley (20071 Genden Oxford, polity
This is an accessible introduction to the concept of gender and the different theoretical
approaches that have developed within women's and gender studies over the last thirtyyears. lt explores contemporary relations of masculinlty and femininity and highlights
how our thinking about gender is influenced by changing political conie"ts. lt uses life
narratives to help contextualize the theory.
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I , Colebrook (2004) Gender, Basingstoke, Palgrave Macmillan
I lris text provides an overview of the concept of gender and places the term in historical
r ontext, from the Enlightenment to the present. Colebrook discusses the development
rrf lheori€s of gender within feminism, as well as exploring recent developments in
rluoer theory and 'post-feminism'. As a literary theorist, she also provides analyses of a
rrtttnber of key literary texts to demonstrate how specific styles of literature enable dif-
lnront understandings of gender.

It W. Connell (2002) Gender, Oxford, Polity
lltis is a good introduction to the sociological study of gender. Written in a highly read-
nlrlo and accessible style, Connell traces the history of western ideas about gender,
rllscusses the processes by which individuals become gendered as well as studies on
gnttder differences. The book also examines gender inequalities and patterns in mod-
lrtt societ|, and considers whether these are changing under globalization. lt also dis-
r usses gender politics and how these arise in personal life, showing how 'the personal
te grolitical.'


